
Chapter 2 :
First Language

Acquisition
Theories of First
Language Acquisition

Behavioristic
Approaches

B.F.Skinner

Operant Conditioning
response without stimuli 
reinforcement  conditioning

when consequences are rewarding, behavior
is maintained and is increased in strength and
frequency

could not prove
how people
make sentences
or utterances
novel

attracted Noam Choamsky's critics

"tabula rasa" :
a clean slate
bearing no
preconceived
notions about
the world or
about
language

Mediation Theory
Charles Osgood

"representational mediation process,"
a process acting within the learner,
invisibly

Unsolved Critics
the abstract nature of language

the relationship between meaning and utterance

rational/cognitive
theory
masquerading as
behavioristic

The Nativist
Approach

Emergence of this approach
Child's language, at any given point,
is a legitimate system in its own right

Innateness Hypothesis

Eric Lenneberg "biologically determined"

Noam Chomsky
Language Acquisition Device (LAD)

McNeil :

Aspects of meaning, abstractness, and creativity

Universal Grammar expanded the LAD notion into a system of universal linguistic rules

Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP) connectionism

Functional
Approaches

Emergence of this approach

The Nativist approach dealt
specifically with the forms of
language and not with the deeper
functional levels of meaning
constructed from social interaction

Cognition and
Language
Development

Lois Bloom Criticism of pivot grammar

Jean Piaget

children's interaction with their
environment

developing perceptual
cognitive capacities

linguistic experience

Gleitman and Wanner

"Learners are biased to map each
semantic idea on the linguistic unit
world"

Dan Slobin semantic learning depends on
cognitive development

sequences of development
are determined more by
semantic complexity than
by structural complexity

Social interaction and
language development

Holzman

"a reciprocal behavioral system
operates between the infant-child and
the competent[adult] language user in
a socializing-teaching-nurturing role"

The function of language in discourse

returning to the language
performance system, which have
been set aside by the cognitivists in
order to emphasize the language
competence

"telegraphic" utterances -
combination of two or three
words

Issues in First Language
Acquisition

Competence and
Performance

Noam Chomsky

emphasizing the competence, because
performance variables are infinite and not
reflective of the underlying competence

Brown and Bellugi
"Pop go weasel"

judging competence is
also difficult  proved
that performance is as
important as competence

Firth and Halliday

performance and competence
dualisms are unnecessary, we
should study language in use then.

Tarone"heterogeneous competence"
abilities that are in the
process of being formed

Comprehension
and Production

Comprehension has the general
superiority over production"knowing more than producing"

Gathercole

some research supported that
superiority of production over
comprehension

4 dimensions

comprehension competence,
production competence,
comprehension performance,
production competence

Nature or Nurture

Nature : innateness(language genes)

Nurture : environment(by teaching,
learned and internalized)

Derek Bickerton

people are innately programmed to
"release" certain properties at certain
development ages. "bio-programmed"

Universals

principles and parameters

structure dependencyex) phrases(nown phrase, verb phrase)

Systematicity and Variability

Language and Thought

Piaget
cognitive development occurs when
children are at certain age

Vygotsky

social interaction is a prerequisite to
cognitive development

Zone of Proximal Development(ZPD)

Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis

Imitation

surface imitation
phonological imitation without
semantic meaning

deep-structure imitation
meaningful semantic level imitation

blocking childrens surface(or
structural) imitation

after the surface imitation diminished,
children began to attend to the "truth
value" of the utterance

Practice

frequency of meaningful occurence
may well be a more precise
refinement of the notion of frequency

Input

adult and peer input to the child is far
more important than nativist earlier
believed

Discourse

Berko-Gleason

"it is now clear that, in order for
successful first language acquisition to
take place, "interaction," rather than
"exposure," is required"

Sinclair and Couthard
"conversations are examined in terms
of "initiations" and "responses""

children learn that utterances have
both a literal and an intended or
functional meaning
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